Maths

English
Advent - Curriculum Map - Year One

We look at number and place value,
securing our understanding of numbers to
20 and how to read, write and interpret
some mathematical symbols. We learn to
recall addition and subtraction facts to 5
and 10. We learn to count in 2s, 5s and
10s, and use pictorial representations to
solve one step problems involving

Our new topic is ‘Dinosaur Planet’. Stomp, crash, RRRAGH! Watch out everyonethe dinosaurs are on the prowl! They’re rampaging across the dusty earth,
swishing their enormous tails and baring their fearsome teeth…Let’s explore the
Dinosaur Planet! Imagine you are a palaeontologist. Dig deep and discover
dazzling dinosaur facts.

We will be writing fact files, poetry and
riddles, non-chronological reports and
narrative, writing for different purposes.
We will be learning how to write our
letters using a cursive print. We will be
learning new sounds in our Phonics
groups, using Read, Write Inc. and Jolly
Phonics Grammar Scheme.

multiplication and division. Measurement
of length and height.
Humanities

Science

Look at big cat habitats around the world,
locating them on a world map or globe.
Design their own zoo or wildlife park!
Create a map and simple key to show
features. Look at maps and globes to find
out where in the world different zoo
animals originate.

We will be sorting animals into groups according to the type of food they eat, as
well as using your own classification criteria to group the animals. We will be
looking at some familiar animal species such as spiders or dogs. We will talk
about the similarities and differences between animals of the same species,
comparing their sizes, colouring, patterns and features. There will be lots of
investigating as we will explore variation amongst classmates and will be
investigating camouflage by taking part in a butterfly hunt.
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Art/Design and Technology
Greetings
Family words
Counting
Colours
Songs and games

DTArt - Art - Children will create sculpture, pop art
and learn how to draw facial features to portray
different emotions, all through the topic of
comic superheroes and with inspired works of
Roy Lichtenstein.

•

10 minutes of reading every night

•

Spellings (tested weekly)

•

Learning Log task (weekly)

•

Mathematics (weekly)

Computing
To know the rules of the computing suite
To know how to stay safe on the internet
To use the internet to research
information.

PE and Games
Uni-hoc: Developing a wide range of skills
and techniques including: handling,
control, dribbling, sending and receiving
Cross Country: Increasing stamina,
endurance & speed when running over
long distances.

